
  
Sweet EmotionsSweet Emotions  



Ice BreakerIce Breaker
If you had to live in a
cartoon/movie/TV universe, which
would you pick?



What comes to mind when you hear the word emotional
regulation?
What are some techniques you use to calm yourself down
when you feel overwhelmed?  

What other techniques do you use for your kids?  

Check-inCheck-in    



"Attempts to influence emotions in ourselves
or others" (APA, 2020)
The ability to control our emotions in difficult
situations (i.e. concentrating on being calm
and/or reducing feelings of anger
Understanding the emotions you are feeling

What is Emotional Regulation?What is Emotional Regulation?

(Psychology Today, 2021)



 

COVID-19 pandemic placed a heavy strain on the home
 increased stress on caregivers was felt by children
parental stress felt by children led to decreased
emotional adjustment/regulation in children during
quarantine (Spinelli et al. (2020) 

Parents reporting high levels of stress:
were less engaged with children 
did not always find spending more time  with
children enjoyable
paid less attention to children (Spinelli et al.
(2020) 

Why is emotional regulation especiallyWhy is emotional regulation especially  
  important to us right now?important to us right now?



Children  pick up on patterns they learn from their social environments 
If adults set an example to stay calm in a stressful situation kids will learn how to
calm themselves and self regulate in stressful situations as well.  

Children learn emotional regulationChildren learn emotional regulation
from usfrom us  

  (Sim et al., 2009).



 

Practicing how to manage emotions are important and is a
life long journey 

Always remember that children andAlways remember that children and
adults both respond differently.adults both respond differently.    



What am I feelings?
What is causing these emotions?
How can I solve the issues? 

Self Awareness

 Ask your self these questions to understand your feelings in
difficult situations 

Emotional Insight (Self-awareness + Coping

Strategies) = EMOTIONAL REGULATION 

(Jackson, 2021)



We just have to express them appropriately 
Feeling different emotions can occur simultaneously 

All feelings are okayAll feelings are okay  

Joy - Happiness
Acceptance
Surprise
Fear
Sadness
Disgust
Anticipation - Expectation
Anger

8 Primary Emotions 

(TenHouten, 2017)



Providing and creating emotional safety for children allows
them to heal and grow. 

This will allow children to learn that feeling different emotions 
 is okay.  

 

Healing, Growing, and ThrivingHealing, Growing, and Thriving

 (Sim et al., 2009)



 

 

Emotional Regulation StrategiesEmotional Regulation Strategies  



A safe place for you and your child to go to for
 emotional regulation  

Stuffed Animals
Couch or soft chair
Books
Sensory regulation toys  

stress ball, lava lamp, simple board
games, putty (DIY)

Posters on emotions
 Personal Journal  

Can Include: 

Calming CornerCalming Corner



Going for a walk / exercising 
Leaving the room to quiet place
Going for a drive
Making a cup of tea
Watching a movie or TV show
Making a phone call to a friend or family 
Trying a new recipe 
Organzing 
Listening to Music  

Find a Go-To StrategyFind a Go-To Strategy  

(JACKSON, 2021)



The Flower Breath: 
Imagine smelling a flower. Breathe in through your nose, out through your mouth. 

The Bunny Breath: 
Take three quick sniffs through the nose and one long exhale through the nose. (As he starts to get the hang of it, have
your little bunny focus on making the exhale slower and slower.)

The Snake Breath:
 Inhale slowly through the nose and breathe out through the mouth with a long, slow hissing sound.

Blow Out the Candle: 
Imagine a birthday candle. Take in a deep breath through the nose and then exhale through the mouth to blow out the
candle.  

 

Breathing TechniquesBreathing Techniques



"First Day of School" Finding Nemo (2003)

Let's practice!  

""Riley Argues with her Parents" Inside Out (2016)



Check-in
 

Did you find any of these strategies helpful?  
What was your favorite strategy?



Thank You 
 


